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Problem 4.1 – Excitation is a conserved quantity (5 points)
Consider a two-level system coupled to a harmonic oscillator in the following
form (“Jaynes-Cummings-Paul model”)

H = h̄!A"†" + h̄!ca
†a + h̄g("†a + a†") (4.1)

where a and a† are the ladder operators (annihilation and creation operator)
and !c is the oscillator frequency.

(i) Explain why the coupling in Eq.(4.1) is consistent with the resonance
approximation.

(ii) Show that the following quantity commutes with H :

N̂ = "†" + a†a (4.2)

and explain why this is called “excitation”.

Problem 4.2 – Characteristic frequencies of Bloch dynamics (5 points)
The typical frequencies for the evolution of the Bloch vector can be found by
writing the equations for the three real components s = (s1, s2, s3)T and by
looking for the eigenvalues of the corresponding matrix B

d

dt
s = B s + f (4.3)

(i) Show that the eigenvalues # of B satisfy the cubic equation

#3 + ($ + 2!)#2 + (2$! + !2 + "2 + |#|2)# + $(!2 + "2) + !|#|2 = 0. (4.4)

(ii) Argue that one real solution always exists. Derive a relation between the
parameters that delimits the cases that the two other solutions are either real
or complex conjugate one of the other.

(iii) Solve the cubic equation approximately in the special cases $ = ! = 0
(no damping), |#|!" (strong driving), !!" (fast dephasing).
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Problem 4.3 – Mixing entropy (4 points)
In the lecture, we have seen the concept of “mixing” two density matrices, i.e.,
forming from two density matrices %1, %2 the “convex linear combination”

% = p%1 + q%2, p + q = 1, p, q # 0 (4.5)

Consider the special case of “weak mixing” where p = "p $ 1, and calculate
the change in entropy "S = S(%)%S(%2). Can you express this change in terms
of S(%1) and S(%2) alone?

Problem 4.4 – Quantum logic (6 points)
Quantum computer scientists are very fond of two-level systems which they
sell as qbits. Quantum computing1 is then done by applying unitary operators
to the qbit state.

(i) A general class of unitary operators is given by

R(n̂, &) = exp(i&n̂ · !/2). (4.6)

where n̂ is a unit vector and & an angle. Check explicitly that this operator
rotates the Bloch vector associated to a Hilbert space element. Confirm that
opposite points on the Bloch sphere are orthogonal in Hilbert space.

(ii) Meet another favorite unitary operator, the Hadamard gate. It is given
by

U =
1&
2

!
1 1
1 %1

"
. (4.7)

What is its action in Hilbert space and on the Bloch sphere? Can you express
it in the form R(n̂, &) of Eq.(4.6)? Why is the Hadamard gate called

&
-gate?

(iii) [4 Bonus points] Quantum calculations must not destroy information,
which would produce heat and possibly destroy the quantum computer2. The
AND-gate requires the input of two quantum states and gives only one as
output. Can you estimate how much entropy is produced?

(iv) A classical logical operator that can be implemented in quantum com-
puting is the NOT gate acting on one qbit. Explain why it is given by the Pauli
matrix "1. What is its action in Hilbert space and on the Bloch sphere? Quan-
tum computer scientists love to represent it as a concatenation of two

&
NOT

gates. Use (i) to find a representation.

1R. Feynman, Quantum Mechanical Computers, Found. Phys. 16 (1986).
2C. H. Bennett, IBM J. Res. Dev. 17 (1973), available at http://www.research.ibm.com

/physicsofinfo/members/charlesPub.htm
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